
English 203 
Prof. Rolens 

Paper #3: Close Reading 
 
Length: minimum 1.5 pages (450 words, not including the header and title) 
Value: 10% of course grade 
Format: MLA format, double-spaced, one-inch margins, 12-point font, Times New Roman 
Rough Draft Due: December 6th uploaded to Canvas by midnight  
Final Draft Due: December 14th uploaded to Canvas by midnight 
 
Assignment:  
 
For this paper, you should choose a small passage (no more than half a page, and preferably a much 
smaller passage of just a few sentences) from one of the texts we have read since the Midterm. Those 
texts include “A” is for Alibi, “The Heroine,” All Shot Up, and if you get my approval and attend the 
extra credit seminar on Nov. 29th, the film The Talented Mr. Ripley. Your primary task is to analyze 
individual parts of a passage to delve deeper than a summary-level interpretation. 
 
 
Purpose and Description: 
 
Now that you have written about the broad historical and publication context of pieces of literature and 
compared/contrasted works across decades, it’s time to narrowly focus and look very closely at just 
one short passage from one text. Close reading is at the very heart of literary analysis. The purpose of 
close reading is to go beneath the surface or summary level of a text and understand the deeper fabric 
of the language. You’ll think about multiple meanings of words, the rhythm of a sentence, the reason 
for particular word choices, patterns or recurring sounds, themes, and implications in sentences, 
imagery, changes in tone, etc. Your job is to break down a short passage and understand how it is 
composed of small pieces, how those pieces related to each other, and ultimately, how that short 
passage relates to the text as a whole. 
 
A close reading should go through the passage analyzing details and individual words/phrases, and 
then that analysis should lead to a brief statement about how this very close reading of this one passage 
gives the reader a more complex insight into the entire text, or opens up an interesting interpretation of 
the entire text. It’s all about how the small building blocks of literature (words, punctuation, sentence 
structure) relate to the whole work that it is a part of. 
 
Structure: 
 
Your paper should:  

1) Briefly explain what text the passage is from, and the context of the passage you have 
chosen (where it appears in the text, what is going on in the plot, who is speaking if there is 
narration/dialogue) 

2) A close reading/analysis of the passage (this should be the majority of the paper) 
3) An explanation of how this close reading/analysis relates to the text as a whole 

 
 



Here are some things to look at as you do your close reading, but you certainly don’t have to look at all 
of these things in the final essay, and you might also think about some features of the text beyond this 
list: 
 

• Word choice 
• Multiple meanings of words 
• Sentence structure (short, long, varied, similar, etc.) 
• Rhythm (try reading out loud) 
• Tone 
• Implication 
• Visuals/Imagery 
• Sounds 
• Patterns 
• Repetition  
• Juxtaposition 
• Contrasts 
• Punctuation 
• Paragraph size and structure 
• Contradictions 
• Shifts in tone 
• Theme 
• Shifts in focus or emphasis 
• Shifts in word choice 
• Metaphor/simile 
• Clichés 
• Allusions to other texts 
• What is omitted/absent/not said? 

 
 
After looking at all these small elements of the text, choose a few to analyze closely, and look at those 
elements carefully, moving through the passage from beginning to end. At the end of this analysis, you 
will explain how close considerations of these small elements relate to the text as a whole. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Rubric for Paper #3: 
 

• Essay briefly states what text you have chosen, and the context for the passage you have chosen 
• Essay combs through the passage, closely analyzing some of the specific elements  
• Essay does not contain excessive summary (just enough to set up the analysis) 
• Close reading goes beyond a summary or surface-level interpretation of the passage 
• Close reading explains meaning that would not be evident to a first-time, causal reader  
• Close reading considers how various elements of the passage relate to each other 
• Close reading moves through the stages of the passage from start to finish 
• Close reading focuses on specific words/quotes from the passage 
• Essay finishes with an explanation of how the close reading relates to an interpretation of the 

text as a whole 
• Essay shows independent thought and an understanding of the complexities of the text 
• Essay is free of filler and makes wise use of space  
• Paper is free of major errors in grammar and sentence structure 
• Essay contains citations when necessary 
• Passages from texts are correctly placed in quotation marks 
• Essay uses correct MLA format 
• Writing shows improvement in response to peer/professor comments on drafts AND on 

previous essays 
 
A= writing is very clear, nearly free of errors, and is characterized by excellent adherence to the 
requirements. Writing and argumentation is sophisticated, interesting, and complex. 
 
B= writing is pretty clear, contains only a few errors, and is characterized by very good adherence to 
the requirements. Writing and argumentation are clear, interesting, and coherent. 
 
C= writing is somewhat clear, contains many errors, and is characterized by adequate adherence to the 
requirements. One major element of the assignment may be missing. Writing and argumentation are 
basic or even problematic.  
 
D= writing is not clear and is characterized by poor adherence to the requirements. Many major 
elements of the assignment are missing. Writing and argumentation are unclear, and/or illogical, 
and/or incomplete. 
 
F= writing is characterized by inadequate adherence to the requirements. The assignment may also 
have other deficiencies that indicate the assignment does not satisfy other requirements. 
 

 
 
 


